Mayor on Air – June 2016
It should be noted that listeners/callers to Mayor on Air should still lodge their request/query by
contacting Council. People can call 64 714 700, email wcc@westcoast.tas.gov.au, lodge a request from
Council’s website (www.westcoast.tas.gov.au) where’s there a service request link on the homepage,
or call into the Office in Queenstown.
This is the preferred method.
By only calling into Mayor on Air Council doesn’t obtain contact details and therefore can’t follow-up
with updates or for more information.

Response on Caller queries from Mayor on Air 23 June 2016
1. It’s good to see the bridge at King Street finished and opened to pedestrian traffic but do you
know that there is no non-slip surface on the walkway?
The non-slip material was installed (as planned) the same day the enquiry was made on the June Mayor on
Air.

2. The repairs and road marking on the road to the Queenstown tip – are there plans in the pipeline
to fix before an accident occurs?
Council recognises the condition of Lynchford Road – it requires major reconstruction which is
beyond the capacity of our limited budget. Council is exploring all options for planning and
budgeting for the works in the future, including earmarking a Lynchford Road Action Plan for
consideration in the 2017-2018 Budget.
3. In Queenstown at the top of Elliot Street – have been trying to get trench cleared since
November, now trees have been trimmed and is completely blocked – can this be fixed?
There is Council stormwater infrastructure that runs into this trench and works are scheduled. The trees
are on Crown Land, as are several other drains in the same area, which are therefore not Council
responsibility.

4. The Federal grant for $6million that was given to fix the Queen River several years ago was taken
and given to the fox taskforce, now there is Cadbury funding up for grabs is the WCC going to
apply for any?
Council actively pursues relevant funding opportunities however the ‘Cadbury’ funding has been allocated
by Federal Government

5. Are the Lake Margaret shacks being fixed up?
Not that we are aware – this infrastructure is owned by Hydro Tasmania and therefore a matter for Hydro.

To lodge works request: call Council on 64 714 700, email wcc@westcoast.tas.gov.au
or visit www.westcoast.tas.gov.au and click on Service Request

6. When will something be done about the driveway at 11 Dixon Street Queenstown, this has
washed away?
These works have been completed, as per the advice provided when a works request was lodged.

7. Queenstown Pioneer Cemetery – when is this going to reopen and why is it closed to the public,
when will the abandoned car be removed from the car park?
This infrastructure is currently undergoing maintenance and an upgrade and has therefore been blocked off
for now for safety reasons. The car is located on private property – there is no designated a carpark for the
cemetery and access to the cemetery is quite narrow and Council does not own the land on either side of
path.

To lodge works request: call Council on 64 714 700, email wcc@westcoast.tas.gov.au
or visit www.westcoast.tas.gov.au and click on Service Request

